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Given a set A whose density and Banach density are equal (such sets can be found “inside” 
any set with positive Banach density) it is shown, as a corollary to a more general theorem, that 
the union of finitely many translates of A has arbitrarily large lower density. Examples are 
given to show that the general theorem is best possible. 
1. Introduction 
Given a subset A of the set N of positive integers, there are several ways that A 
can qualify as being “big”. One can require merely that A be infinite. At the 
other extreme one could ask that A be cofinite. In between these extremes, one 
could ask that A have positive density under any of several notions of density. 
The classical notions of density are upper density (d(A) = lim,,, sup IA fl filln, 
where ii = {1,2, . . . , n}) and lower density @(A) = lim,,, inf IA fl iilln). As a 
measure of size, lower density is very badly behaved. For example, it is easy to 
construct a set A such that d(A) = d(N\A) = 0. In this respect at least, upper 
density is much better behaved; if &A U B) > 0, then d(A) > 0 or a(B) > 0. 
Another well behaved notion of density is Banach density (d*(A) = sup{cu: for 
each m E N there exist n E N U (0) and r in N with r 5 m such that IA II 
{n+l,n+2,..., II + r}l > m}). Thus to say that d*(A) > a is to say that there 
are arbitrarily long blocks of N in which A has a fraction of at least (Y of the 
elements. (A note on the terminology may be in order. This author has 
previously [4] used the term “maximal density”. Also, Erdiis has suggested in 
conversation that it should be “Polya density” since it appears explicitly in [5]. 
However, to avoid proliferation of terminology, we have decided to go along with 
Furstenberg [2], who says the notion is of the kind appearing in early works of 
Banach.) 
Trivially one has d(A) =S d(A) S d*(A). Further, given 0 6 CY 6 /3 s y d 1 it is 
easy to construct a set A with d(A) = a, d(A) = /3, and d*(A) = y. Banach 
density shares with upper density the property that if the union of two sets is big, 
one of them is. An interesting difference arises however, if one considers the 
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union of translates of A. If d*(A) > 0 and E > 0 then there exists k E N such that 
d*(lJ:=,A-t)>l-E [4, Theorem 3.81. (Here A-t={sEN:s+tEA}.) (The 
ability to get the union of finitely many translates large has applications to 
Ramsey Theory [4] and to the algebraic structure of /3N [3].) 
By way of contrast, if say A = {m EN: there exists n E N with 2& < m < 22n+1}, 
one has for all k E N that a(lJf=i A - t) = $ and d(lJf=‘=, A - f) = j. We show here 
in Corollary 2.4, that if one requires a certain regularity on A, then one can get 
d(lJ:=, A - f) as large as one pleases. We also observe that sets with this 
regularity occur “inside” any set with positive Banach density. 
Our major result, Theorem 2.3 was suggested by Paul Erdiis and determines 
limits on d(lJ:=,A - t) based on d(A) and d*(A). Section 3 consists of 
development of examples showing that these limits are precise. 
2. Finding large sets inside of small 
Corollary 2.4 says that, if d(A) = d*(A) > 0, then one can get d(U:=, A - t) as 
large as we please. Before showing this, we feel obliged to show that this 
phenomenon occurs commonly. That is, we show that “inside” any set B with 
d*(B) > 0 is a set A with d(A) = d*(A) = d*(B). Before showing this, we say 
precisely what we mean when we say A is “inside” of B. 
Definition 2.1. Let B E N. Y(B) = {A c N: there exists an increasing sequence 
(&)Zi with {t, + x:rz~N,x~A, andxGn}=B}. 
The assertion that A is “inside” of B is merely the assertion that A E Y(B). The 
following result is an easy consequence of Theorem 1.2 of [l]. However, the 
proof there uses ergodic theory; our proof is elementary. 
Theorem 2.2 (Bergelson). Let B G N. There exists A E 9(B) with d(A) = d*(B). 
For any such A, d(A) = d(A) = d*(A) = d*(B). 
Proof. For the second assertion, simply observe that if A E Y(B), then d*(B) 5 
d*(A), so that if B(A) = d*(B) we have d*(B) 2 d*(A) 3 d(A) Z= d(A) = d*(B). 
Let (Y = d*(B). If (Y = 0 we may let A =0, so we assume (Y>O. For each 
m EN, pick by [4, Theorem 2.21 an increasing sequence (f,,,,)~=l such that for 
each n EN and each ksn, (Bn {f,,,+ 1, f_ +2,. . . , f,,,+ k}(s(a- 
l/m) - k. For each II, let s, = f,,,. 
Let C,, = N. Inductively choose C, and a(n) so that: 
(I) o(n) E Cn-1, 
(2) C, = {t E C,_,: s, + n E B if and only if s+) + n E B}, 
(3) C, is infinite, and 
(4) if n > 1, a(n) > a(n - 1). 
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Then, given k d n s r, one has that so(“) + k E B if and only if so(,) + k E B. Let 
A={kEN:soCkj+kEB}. 
Note that trivially A E 9(B). Indeed, given n E N and k E A with k d n, we have 
h(k) + k E B SO So(n) + k E B. Also trivially d(A) =S d*(A) s d*(B). To see that 
d(A) 2 a; let m and r in N be given. We show that if r L m, then IA fl PI/r 2 
((Y - l/m). Indeed, A f~ P = {k s r: s,(,) + k E B}. Thus IA fl iI = (B fl {s,(,) + 
3 s,(r) + r)l = IB n {to(rj,o(rj + 1, t,(,),,(r) + 2, . . . 9 to(,),,(,) + r)l 2 
Cl 
The following theorem owes a double debt to Paul Erdos. We originally proved 
Corollary 2.4 using a proof adopted from his proof of Theorem 3.8 of [4]. When 
he saw this theorem in an earlier draft of this paper, he suggested that a much 
stronger result was available. This is indeed the case. 
Theorem 2.3. Let A E N such that d*(A) = y > 0 and d(A) = IX Then for all E > 0 
there exist% b E N with d(U~=‘=, A - t) 2 culy - E. 
Proof. Let E >O be given. Pick 5 >O such that (o - c)/(y + g) > cu/y - c/2. 
Now d*(A) < y + Zj so pick m E N such that for each n E N U (0) and r in N with 
ram,onehasIArl{n+l,n+2 ,..., it + r}l C (y + Qr. Note in particular that 
(1) forallnENU{O}, IAfI{n+l,n+2,...,n+m}l<(y+Qm. 
Also d(A) > ((u - 5) so pick r E N such that 
(2) for all n > r, IA rlril > ((u - Qn. 
Let b = 2m and suppose that &)Q=, A - t) < culy - E. Pick n 2 
max{r, (2m)/c} such that 
(3) 1(&A - t) n ril < (crly - E)rL 
Pick v E N such that (v - 1)m < II c urn. Now urn 2 II > (2m)/.e so 
(4) v 5 2/E. 
Also urn air so, by (2), 
(5) IA rl vml> ((Y - E)vm. 
Now let B = {i E (2, 3, . . . , v}: {(i-l)m+l, (i-l)m+2,...,im}r7A#B 
and let k = IBI. Observe that 
(6) for all SB, {(i - 2)m + 1, (i - 2)m + 2, . . . , (i - l)m} G (UF=i A - t) n ii. 
Now IA nvml 
= Zy==, IA rl {(i - 1)m + 1, (i - 1)m + 2, . . . , im} I 
= IA fl Szl + Zice IA n {(i - 1)m + 1, (i - 1)m + 2, . . . , im}l 
s (Y + 5)m + zieB(Y + 5)m (by (1)) 
= (y + E)m(l + k). 
Thus, combining with (5), we get (y + Qm(l + k) > ((Y - g)vm so m + mk > 
((a - MY + 5)) urn > (culy - eI2)vm. Thus 
(7) mk > (al y - e/2)vm - m. 
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Also (cu/y - E)Y~ 2 (culy - c)n > l(lJ;zr A - t) f~ Al (by (3)) 
2 ,IJ, {(i - 2)m + 1, (i - 2)m + 2, . . . ) (i-l)m)l (by(Q) 
= mk > (a/y - e/2)vm - m (by (7)). 
Thus 2/c > V, contradicting (4). Cl 
Corollary 2.4. Let A c N such that d(A) = d*(A) = (Y > 0. Then for all E > 0 there 
exz& b E N with d(Uf=‘=, A - t) 3 1 - E. 
3. Examples 
We show here, in Theorem 3.2, that the conclusion of Theorem 2.3 is best 
possible. It is natural to ask whether the assumption that A has positive density, 
i.e. that d(A) = d(A) > 0 would add anything to the conclusion of Theorem 2.3. 
It is part of the content of Theorem 3.2 that it does not. 
The results of this section involve a lot of computation. To conserve space we 
reluctantly leave most of these computations to the reader. 
The proof of the following theorem is based on an old unpublished idea of 
Ernst Straus. 
Theorem 3.1. Let 0 < y c 1. There exists B E N such that d(B) = d*(B) = y and 
for all b EN, d*(U,b_, B - t) < 1. 
Proof. Choose sequences (pn)L1 and (d,)t=, as follows. Let p1 be the first 
prime such that l/p1 < 1 - y and let dI = UpI. Given (pt)yit and (d,)FZf so that 
d,,_, < 1 - y, let pn be the first prime greater than pn-l with l/p, < (1 - y - 
d,,_,)/(l - d,_,) and let d, = d,_, + (1 - d,_I)/p,. Then lim,,,, d,, = 1 - y. (To 
see this, suppose instead one has 6 < 1 - y with always d, d 6. Then always 
(1 - y - d,_,)/(l - d,,_,) > (1 - y - 6) so the sequence (p,)EzI includes all of 
the primes from some point on. Since also d, L d,_, + (1 - 6)/p, and the 
reciprocals of the primes diverge one gets a contradiction.) 
For each n let q,, = z=,pF and let E, = {x E N: x > q,, and x is congruent to 
some one of (0, 1, 2, . . . , p,, - 1) modpi}. Using the Chinese Remainder 
Theorem one shows that for each n and a in N, l(lJ:=, E,) n {a - qn, a .qn + 
1 * * 9 
(but 
(a + 1) - qn - l}l = d,. Letting B = N\IJz=, E,, one obtains by routine 
lengthy) computations that d(B) = d*(B) = y. The final conclusion follows 
from the fact that (beyond qn) B has a gap of length p,, occurring within pi +p,, 
of any point. 0 
Note that the conclusion of the following theorem even restricts the upper 
density. 
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Theorem 3.2. Let O< (~6 ye 1. There exists A G N with d(A) =d(A)= a; 
d*(A) = y, and for all b E N, @J,P=, A - t) c (u/y (and with a strict inequality if 
Y < 0 
Proof. If (Y = y = 1, the result is trivial. If (Y = y < 1, Theorem 3.1 applies. We 
thus assume a’< y. If y = 1, let B = N. If y < 1, let B be as in Theorem 3.1. 
PickZ~NsuchthatI~y>l.Leta,=landforn~Nlet 
{ 
a,+1 ifnaf 
Qn+l = a,+n ifn>I’ 
Let for each n EN, b, = [(u,,~ -a,). y]. Let A={a,+x:rz~N,x~B, and 
x d b,}. Again routine but lengthy computations established that A is as 
required. (If d*(u=, B - t) < 1 - E one gets that 6(lJ~=, A - t) s (l- 
E) * dy). 0 
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